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Border control is one of the major approaches used by countries to limit the number of organisms
introduced as stowaways. However, it is not feasible to inspect all passengers, cargo and vehicles entering
a country, and so efforts need to be prioritised. Here we use South Africa as a case study to assess, based
on tourism and trade data and climate matching techniques, the number of stowaway species that might
be introduced (‘colonisation pressure’) and the likelihood that once introduced, these organisms will
establish (‘likelihood of establishment’). These results were used to explore how the number of species
that are likely to establish (‘establishment debt’) varies across donor regions and seasons. A simple
theoretical model was then used to compare four strategies for prioritising border control inspections:
no prioritisation; based on colonisation pressure; based on likelihood of establishment; and based on
both colonisation pressure and likelihood of establishment. Establishment debt was greatest in southern
hemisphere spring and autumn when South Africa is climatically similar to northern hemisphere
countries with which there are strong, consistent trade and tourism links (i.e. colonisation pressure
varied little seasonally, but likelihood of establishment did vary across the seasons). Prioritising in-
spections based on both colonisation pressure and the likelihood of establishment was clearly the most
effective strategy, with this strategy detecting at least 6% more potential invaders than the other stra-
tegies. While there are many practical limitations to the implementation of such prioritised inspection
strategies, the results highlight the importance of national and regional studies of establishment debt.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The movement of goods and people around the globe is
increasing, leading to an increase in the introduction of organisms
to regions where they are not native (Levine and D’Antonio, 2003;
Westphal et al., 2008). Organisms are often unintentionally intro-
duced as stowaways on or in transport vectors (Hulme et al., 2008).
Some of these stowaway organisms become invasive and have
undesirable ecological and economic impacts (Pimentel et al.,
2001; Simberloff et al., 2013). Where an effort is made to prevent
these unintentional introductions, likely vectors (e.g. goods, trav-
eller’s luggage and vehicles) are identified and inspected at the, Department of Zoology and
uth Africa .
aulkner).border.
Inspection services, however, face many obstacles and while the
number of vectors requiring inspection has increased (Bacon et al.,
2012; McCullough et al., 2006), the resources available for these
inspections (budget and personnel) are limited (Simberloff, 2006).
Consequently, only a small proportion of the potential vectors can
actually be inspected (Bacon et al., 2012; McCullough et al., 2006)
and a large number of organisms go undetected (Stanaway et al.,
2001; Work et al., 2005). Inspection services also often only
target agricultural pests, neglecting organisms that will have
environmental impacts (Bacon et al., 2012). The development and
implementation of prioritised inspection strategies could improve
this situation and, if based on underlying risks or the potential costs
of pest introduction, could result in more efficient and effective
border control (Areal et al., 2008; Bacon et al., 2012; Surkov et al.,
2008). Unfortunately evaluations tend to be at a global
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derlying risks to prevention strategies at regional scales (but see
Bacon et al., 2012; Keller et al., 2011; MacIsaac et al., 2002).
Attempts to consider the underlying risks have largely focused
on the likelihood that organisms will be introduced from one re-
gion to another (e.g. Bacon et al., 2012; Drake and Lodge, 2004;
MacIsaac et al., 2002). As the number of organisms that are intro-
duced is rarely knownwith accuracy, these endeavours use proxies
(e.g. the number of people or goods transported) that are positively
correlated with the likelihood of introduction (Drake and Lodge,
2004; Liebhold et al., 2006; Tatem et al., 2006a). Such research
has proposed that prevention strategies should prioritise vectors
traveling from regions fromwhich a large number of organisms are
introduced. However, this approach neglects two potentially
important factors that may have consequences for the efficient
allocation of resources. Firstly, the number of organisms introduced
is likely to change over time (e.g. increasing during the peak
tourism season; Tatem and Hay, 2007). Secondly, introduced or-
ganisms need to be able to establish in order to become invasive,
and the likelihood of establishment will vary spatially and
seasonally. To establish, an introduced organism must survive in
the recipient environment upon introduction and thus the donor
and recipient regions must be sufficiently climatically similar. The
higher the climatic similarity the higher the likelihood that an
introduced organism will establish (Andow, 2003). For stowaway
organisms that are sensitive to small changes in climate (e.g. ar-
thropods and micro-organisms, referred to here as ‘climatically
sensitive organisms’) this might be a substantial barrier to invasion,
with establishment only possible during seasons when the donor
and recipient environments have a high climate match. Due to
these two factors, the number of alien species that are introduced
and establish should vary across donor regions and over time, and
will be greatest during periods of the year when the number of
introductions and the likelihood of establishment are highest
(Tatem and Hay, 2007).
As developing countries have few resources available for border
control (Mumford, 2002), inspection strategies need to be effec-
tively prioritised, requiring national-level assessments of underly-
ing risks. Here, South Africa is used as a case study to evaluate the
risk of invasion posed to natural and semi-natural environments by
climatically sensitive organisms that are introduced as stowaways.
As a country that relies heavily on imports, South Africa should be
particularly at risk of such invasions (Tatem, 2009) and in line with
this there has been a recent increase in the number of established
arthropods (Giliomee, 2011). Our aim was to explore how the
number of species that could be introduced and establish in a re-
gion varies across donor regions and seasons, and to assess the
implication of any variationwhen developing inspection strategies.
2. Materials and methods
The number of species that are likely to establish in South Africa
(referred to as ‘establishment debt’ (Rouget et al., 2016)) was
assessed by taking into account two key stages of the invasion
continuum (i.e. introduction and establishment (Blackburn et al.,
2011)). For each season the number of stowaway species that
would be introduced from a foreign country to South Africa was
assessed, and the likelihood that these species would establish was
evaluated. These results were combined to determine how estab-
lishment debt varies seasonally and howdonor regions vary in their
contribution to this debt. In this paper, colonisation pressure refers
to the number of species introduced (Lockwood et al., 2009), and
the likelihood of establishment is the likelihood that a species will
be introduced to an areawith a suitable climate and establish. Note,
the eventual impact of the species is not considered here (seesupplementary materials for the full methodology).
2.1. Colonisation pressure
Trade and tourism data were used as a proxy for colonisation
pressure. Monthly country-level data on the number of foreign
tourists and the value of commodity imports (in South African
Rand) were obtained from Statistics South Africa and the South
African Department of Trade and Industry for 2007 to 2011. These
data were used to determine the monthly colonisation pressure
posed by each foreign country to South Africa. Let j2M, whereM is
the set of months of the year, and let Hj be average tourism and Wj
be average imports for month j. The monthly colonisation pressure
posed by each country was calculated using the formula below










Seasonal results were obtained by averaging across months that
fall into southern hemisphere seasons (i.e. winter is JuneeAugust;
spring is SeptembereNovember etc.). The relative seasonal colo-
nisation pressure posed by each country was designated as low,
medium or high (colonisation pressures greater than or equal to the
75th percentile were high; greater than or equal to the 50th
percentile were medium; and the remainder were low).
2.2. Likelihood of establishment
The likelihood that organisms introduced from foreign countries
could establish in South Africa (given that they had survived
transportation and were introduced) was assessed using two
climate matching techniques. The climatic similarity between
South Africa and foreign countries was firstly evaluated at a city
level using a point-based technique, and secondly at a country level
using a grid-based method. The two climate matching techniques
measured the likelihood of different extents of establishment. The
point-based technique measured the likelihood that introduced
organisms will survive and reproduce at the point of introduction,
while the grid-based method measured the likelihood that intro-
duced organisms will survive and reproduce a significant distance
from the point of introduction. The results of the twomethodswere
then combined to obtain a measure of likelihood of establishment.
2.2.1. Point-based climate matching technique
Gridded monthly mean temperature and precipitation data
from the CRU CL 2.0 dataset at a spatial resolution of 10 min (New
et al., 2002) were used to calculate the monthly climatic distance
between large South African and large foreign cities (organisms are
often transported between large cities; for example, mosquitos
most often enter New Zealand through Auckland (Derraik, 2004)).
As recommended by Bradie et al. (2015) unweighted Euclidean
distance was calculated following standard methods (Barry et al.,
2008) using the ‘stats’ package in R (R Core Team, 2013) (see Figs
S1eS4 in supplementary materials for examples of pairwise-
comparison results). Seasonal, pairwise results were obtained by
averaging the Euclidean distance values for months that fall into
southern hemisphere seasons. For each season, the Euclidean dis-
tance value from the city in each country that is the most climati-
cally similar to a South African city (i.e. that with the lowest
Euclidean distance) was utilised as a measure of climatic similarity
between the two countries. This value represents the maximum
likelihood that an organism transported from a foreign country to
South Africa will find a suitable climate at the point of introduction.
For each season, countries were designated as having a low,
Number of species transported (Tv)











Fig. 1. The premise behind the theoretical model used to evaluate four inspection
strategies for border control. Of the number of species transported Tv along a route v
from a donor country to a recipient country, some species will not survive trans-
portation Cv . Of those species that will survive transportation Av , some will fail to
establish Fv and some will establish Ev . A proportion of these species will be detected
by inspection services (hatched sections).
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Euclidean distance values indicate high climatic similarity, coun-
tries with values less than or equal to the 25th percentile had a high
climatic similarity, those with values less than or equal to the 50th
percentile had amedium climatic similarity, and the remainder had
a low climatic similarity (see Fig. S5 for a schematic diagram
demonstrating the steps followed during point-based climate
matching).
2.2.2. Grid-based climate matching technique
We used the biome climate matching method presented in
Faulkner et al. (2014), which employs the BIOCLIM method (Busby,
1991), and gridded monthly mean precipitation and temperature
data (New et al., 2002) to identify, for each month, regions of the
world with similar climates to the South African biomes (based on
the classification of Olson et al., 2001). For each month the
maximum predicted value for each cell was used and each cell was
assigned a value of 1 if climatically similar to South Africa (all
predicted cells: percentiles 0 to 100) or 0 if not climatically similar
to South Africa. Monthly country level results were obtained by
calculating the number of grid cells that are climatically similar to
South Africa. The average number of grid cells that are climatically
similar to South Africa for each season was calculated, and the
countries that have a low, medium or high climatic similarity were
identified using the thresholds detailed in Section 2.1.
2.2.3. Combining point- and grid-based measures of climatic
similarity
For each country the point- and grid-based climate matching
method results were combined to obtain a seasonal measure of
likelihood of establishment. Following a precautionary approach,
the likelihood of establishment was the highest level of climatic
similarity assigned for each season (for example, if a country’s cli-
matic similarity was medium for the point-based method and high
for the grid-basedmethod then the likelihood of establishment was
high). This rule was applied except when a country had a high
climatic similarity for the point-based method and a low climatic
similarity for the grid-based method. In such instances, an organ-
ism has a high likelihood of establishing at the point of introduction
but will not establish widely (unless environmental conditions
change) and thus a medium likelihood of establishment was
assigned.
2.3. Establishment debt
Establishment debt (i.e. the number of introduced species that
will establish over a given time horizon (Rouget et al., 2016)) is
calculated as the product of colonisation pressure (i.e. the number
of species introduced (Lockwood et al., 2009)) and the likelihood of
establishment. Accordingly, for each season, if both colonisation
pressure and the likelihood of establishment are high then a given
country will contribute a high number of species to South Africa’s
establishment debt; if either colonisation pressure or the likelihood
of establishment are low then the country contributes a low
number of species to the establishment debt; and if either
component is medium and neither low, then the country will
contribute a medium number of species to the debt. The thresholds
used to assign levels of establishment debt contribution were
standardised by identifying the season (in this case winter) with
the greatest number of countries that contribute a high number of
species to establishment debt and then using the percentiles for
this season to determine establishment debt contribution for all
seasons.
Results were mapped using the R package ‘maptools’ (Bivand
and Lewin-Koh, 2013), and the number of countries thatcontribute a low, medium or high number of species to establish-
ment debt was determined. The percentage of countries for which
there was a mismatch between colonisation pressure and likeli-
hood of establishment (i.e. high colonisation pressure but low
likelihood of establishment or vice versa) was also calculated.
Plotting and analyses were performed in R (R Core Team, 2013).
2.4. Theoretical model
2.4.1. Model concept
A simple theoretical model was developed to evaluate four in-
spection strategies: (1) inspections with no prioritisation, (2) in-
spections prioritised based on colonisation pressure, (3)
inspections prioritised based on likelihood of establishment, (4)
inspections prioritised based on establishment debt (for details see
Section 2.4.3). The model took into account the stages of the in-
vasion process, and the inspection strategies were evaluated using
four criteria: (1) the total number of species detected (referred to
here as ‘total number of detections’), (2) the number of species
detected that will establish (‘total number of detected estab-
lishers’), (3) efficacy (‘strategy efficacy’) and (4) effort (see Sections
2.4.2 and 2.4.3). Themodel is based on the premise (shown in Fig.1)
that of the species that are transported to a region, a proportionwill
not survive transportation (‘transport casualties’). Of those that do
survive transportation (‘transport survivors’), a proportion will fail
to establish (‘establishment failures’) due to an unsuitable climate
and a proportion, for which the climate is suitable, will establish
(‘establishers’). Additionally, if border control is implemented a
proportion of the transported species will be detected (hatched
sections of Fig.1). Of the total number of species detected, somewill
be transport casualties (‘detected casualties’), some will be estab-
lishment failures (‘detected failures’) and some will be establishers
(‘detected establishers’).
2.4.2. Model
The model components and notation are detailed in Table 1. It
was assumed for simplicity that each recipient-donor country
combination refers to a route v. Let v2V , where V is a set of routes.
A number of species Tv are transported along each route v (Fig. 1).
For each route the number of detections Dv is the sum of the
number of detected casualties ~Dv, detected failures Dv and detected
establishers bDv, therefore Dv ¼ ~Dv þ Dv þ bDv. The number of
detected casualties ~Dv is determined by the number of transport
casualties Cv and the probability of detection Pv, thus ~Dv ¼ Cv  Pv.
The number of transport casualties Cv is the difference between the
number of transported species Tv and the number of transport
Table 1
The components of the theoretical model, the terms used to refer to the components and the notation that represents each component. Notation indexed with v represents per
route quantities and that indexed with s represents per inspection strategy quantities. Probabilities are denoted by P.
Notation Term Model component
Tv Number of species transported Number of species transported along each route
Cv Transport casualties Number of species that do not survive transport along each route
Av Transport survivors Number of species that survive transport along each route
Fv Establishment failures Number of species transported along each route that survive transport but fail to establish
Ev Establishers Number of species transported along each route that survive transport and that will establish
Dv Number of detections Number of species transported along each route that are detected by inspection services
~Dv Detected casualties Number of detected species transported along each route that do not survive transport
Dv Detected failures Number of detected species transported along each route that survive transport but fail to establishbDv Detected establishers Number of detected species transported along each route that survive transport and establish
Iv Inspection effort Inspection effort allocated to each routebIv Effort per establisher Inspection effort allocated to each route to detect each establisher
Pv Probability of surviving transport Probability that a species transported along a route survives transport
Pv Probability of establishment failure Probability that a species transported along a route fails to establish
Pv Probability of detection Probability that a species transported along a route is detected
Ds Total number of detections Number of species detected for each strategybDs Total number of detected establishers Number of species detected for each strategy that will survive transport and establish
Es Strategy efficacy The efficacy of each strategybIs Effort Average inspection effort allocated in each strategy to detect each establisher
Table 2
Parameter values for the theoretical model used to evaluate four inspection stra-
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transport survivors Av is determined by the number of transported
species Tv and the probability of surviving transport Pv, thus
AV ¼ Tv  Pv. The number of detected failures Dv is determined by
the number of establishment failures Fv and the probability of
detection Pv, therefore Dv ¼ Fv  Pv. The number of establishment
failures Fv is determined by the number of transport survivors Av
and the probability of establishment failure Pv, therefore
Fv ¼ Av  Pv. The number of detected establishers bDv is determined
by the number of establishers Ev and the probability of detection Pv,
thereforewe have bDv ¼ Ev  Pv. The number of establishers Ev is the
difference between the number of transported species Tv, the
number of transport casualties Cv and the number of establishment
failures Fv, thus Ev ¼ Tv  ðCv þ FvÞ. Let s2S, where S is a set of in-
spection strategies. The total number of detections for each in-




Dv. The total number of detected establishers for
each inspection strategy bDs is the number of detected establishersbDv across all routes, therefore we have bDs ¼ P
k2V
bDv. Inspection
strategy efficacy Es is the percentage of establishers detected across






A. For each route, effort per
establisher bIv is the proportion of inspection effort Iv allocated to
detect each establisher Ev, therefore bIv ¼ IvEv. For each inspection
strategy, effort bIs is the average effort per establisher across routes,
thus bIs ¼ Pk2VbI vn where n is the total number of routes in set V .tegies that aim to prevent the introduction of species that are transported along four
routes to recipient country R. For all inspection strategies the probability that
introduced species will fail to establish is constant at 0.98, and is based on an es-
timate from di Castri (1989).
Parameter Route
v1 v2 v3 v4
Number of species transported (Tv) 100a 20a 100a 20a
Probability of surviving transport ðPvÞ 0.19
b 0.19b 0.19b 0.19b
Probability of establishment failure (Pv) 0.97
c 0.97c 0.99c 0.99c
a Own assumption.
b Based on Stanaway et al. (2001).
c Based on di Castri (1989).2.4.3. Model implementation and parameterisation
Consider that recipient country R imports commodities from a
set of donor countries G, and let g2G. The model can evaluate the
inspection strategies for countries G which differ with regards to
their climatic similarity to country R and in the number of species
transported to country R. In the model, species are transported to
country R through four routes, each representing an extreme
combination of climatic similarity and number of transported
species. We define the set of routes V to be the following:v1: High number of transported species and g1 is climatically
similar to R.
v2: Low number of transported species and g2 is climatically
similar to R.
v3: High number of transported species and g3 is not climati-
cally similar to R.
v4: Low number of transported species and g4 is not climatically
similar to R.
It must be noted that this scenario represents a snapshot in time,
and that the number of species transported along each route and
the climatic similarity of the recipient and donor countries will vary
temporally. However if updated regularly, inspection strategies
should keep up with these variations (see Section 4.3).
We define the set of inspection strategies S to be the following:
s1: Border control with no prioritisation. Routes are inspected
equally.
s2: Border control with prioritisation based on colonisation
pressure, measured as the number of species transported along
a route Tv. Routes with a high Tv will be an inspection priority.
s3: Border control with prioritisation based on the likelihood of
establishment, measured as the climatic similarity between R
and g. Routes from countries G that are climatically similar to R
will be an inspection priority.
s4: Border control with prioritisation based on establishment
debt, measured as the number of species transported along a
Table 4
Parameter values for the probability that species transported along four routes to
recipient country R will be detected Pv under four inspection strategies. The prob-
ability of detection for all inspection strategies is constant at 0.24, and is based on an
estimate from Work et al. (2005) for non-refrigerated maritime cargo.
Inspection strategy Route
v1 v2 v3 v4
No priorities (s1) 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24
Colonisation pressure (s2) 0.40 0.08 0.40 0.08
Likelihood of establishment (s3) 0.40 0.40 0.08 0.08
Establishment debt (s4) 0.53 0.21 0.21 0.01
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climatically similar to R and that have a high Tv will be an in-
spection priority.
The model was parameterised using estimates from publica-
tions and assumptions (see Tables 2e4 for parameters). As data to
parameterise the model were available at a species level, species
was used as the unit of measurement. The likelihood that an or-
ganism survives transportation is influenced by numerous inter-
acting factors (e.g. the type of organism and vector, see Briski et al.,
2014). As this work was not vector- or species-specific, for
simplicity it was assumed that the probability of surviving trans-
port Pv is constant for all routes (Table 2). Estimates of the proba-
bility of establishment failure Pv were based on the assumption that
of the total number of species introduced, the proportion that are
establishment failures will be constant. However, the contribution
that species transported along the different routes make to this
proportion will vary based on the climatic similarity between the
recipient and donor countries (Table 2). In other words, the pro-
portion of species that are establishment failures will be higher for
routes that connect climatically dissimilar countries, than for routes
that connect climatically similar countries (Table 2). Similarly es-
timates of the probability of detection Pv were based on the
assumption that total inspection effort is limited and constant, and
thus of the total number of species introduced the proportion that
are detected is constant. However based on the inspection strategy,
the proportion of inspection effort allocated to each route will vary
and as a consequence the contribution species transported along
different routes make to this proportionwill also vary (Tables 3 and
4). In other words, the probability of detection will be higher for
routes that are an inspection priority (i.e. higher proportion of in-
spection effort) than for routes that are not (Table 4). These as-
sumptions may not hold in all instances and a variety of potentially
important factors were not considered, however, this simple model
served the purpose of the work.3. Results
South Africa’s establishment debt varies seasonally, with donor
countries varying in their contribution (Fig. 2). There is large sea-
sonal variation in the contribution of northern hemisphere coun-
tries to the establishment debt, but the contribution of southern
hemisphere countries is relatively constant (Fig. 2). As there is little
seasonal variation in the colonisation pressure posed to South Af-
rica from foreign countries (but see Russia; Fig. S6), these temporal
changes in establishment debt are largely driven by seasonal vari-
ation in the likelihood of establishment (Fig. S7). Consequently, the
number of species that are likely to be introduced from many
foreign countries to South Africa is high and constant across the
seasons but there is seasonal variation in the likelihood that these
species will establish. For example, during all seasons a number of
European countries pose a high colonisation pressure to SouthTable 3
Parameter values for the proportion of inspection effort Iv allocated under four in-
spection strategies that aim to prevent the introduction of species transported along
four routes to recipient country R. Total inspection effort for all inspection strategies
is constant.
Inspection strategy Route
v1 v2 v3 v4
No priorities (s1) 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Colonisation pressure (s2) 0.42 0.08 0.42 0.08
Likelihood of establishment (s3) 0.42 0.42 0.08 0.08
Establishment debt (s4) 0.55 0.22 0.22 0.01Africa (Fig. S6), however, the contribution of these countries to
establishment debt in the southern hemisphere summer is low or
medium (Fig. 2). Thus, South Africa’s establishment debt is greatest
in the southern hemisphere autumn and spring (highest number of
countries that contribute a medium or high number of species to
establishment debt; Fig. 3) when there is an increase in the climatic
similarity between South Africa and northern hemisphere coun-
tries with which there are consistent, strong trade and tourism
links (e.g. European and Asian countries; Fig. 2; Figs S6 and S7). The
number of countries that contribute a high number of species to the
establishment debt changes very little across the seasons (25
countries in summer to 34 countries in spring; Fig. 3), but the
identity of these countries varies seasonally (Fig. 2). For all seasons
there was a higher percentage of countries for which colonisation
pressure was low and the likelihood of establishment was high
than vice versa (Table 5). Thus, South Africa’s establishment debt is
often limited by a lack of transport opportunities.
A similar total number of species was detected in the inspection
strategy with no priorities than when the inspection strategy pri-
oritised on the likelihood of establishment (where vectors from
countries with a high climatic similarity are prioritised) was
employed, however, more establishers were detected in the latter
than the former (Fig. 4). A higher total number of species was
detected when priorities were based on either colonisation pres-
sure (where vectors from countries from which a high number of
species are transported are prioritised) or establishment debt
(where vectors from countries with a high climatic similarity and
from which a high number of species are transported are priori-
tised) than when there were no priorities or when priorities were
based on the likelihood of establishment (Fig. 4). Although the total
number of detected species was higher when priorities were based
on colonisation pressure thanwhen based on establishment debt, a
higher number of establishers were detected in the latter strategy
than in the former (Fig. 4). In comparison to the inspection strategy
with no priorities, in the prioritised inspection strategies less in-
spection effort was allocated per establisher and strategy efficacy
was higher (Fig. 5). Less inspection effort was allocated per estab-
lisher and efficacy was higher when the inspection strategy pri-
oritised based on colonisation pressure was implemented than
when that prioritised based on the likelihood of establishment was
employed (Fig. 5). The inspection strategy prioritised based on
establishment debt had the lowest amount of inspection effort
allocated per establisher and the highest efficacy, with between 6
and 16% more establishers detected when this strategy was
employed than when the other inspection strategies were imple-
mented (Fig. 5).4. Discussion
Evaluations of the risk of invasion can be used to inform man-
agement strategies by aiding decision making and prioritisation.
Studies that have attempted to achieve this includework on the risk


















Summer Autumn Winter Spring
Fig. 3. Seasonal variation (based on southern hemisphere seasons) in the number of
countries that contribute a low, medium or high number of species to South
Africa’s establishment debt.
Table 5
The percentage of countries for which there was a mismatch between colonisation pressure and the likelihood of introduced organisms establishing in South Africa (i.e. high
colonisation pressure and low likelihood of establishment or vice versa).
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demonstrated that decreasing the risks posed by a few high risk
ports would greatly reduce marine invasions globally (Seebens
et al., 2013). Here the number of climatically sensitive species
that might establish in South Africa’s natural or semi-natural en-
vironments was evaluated, and how this establishment debt varies
seasonally and across donor regions was demonstrated. Addition-
ally, a theoretical model was used to demonstrate the importance
of considering underlying establishment debt when developingprioritised inspection strategies.
4.1. Geographical and seasonal variations in establishment debt
Geographical and seasonal variations in the likelihood that
climatically sensitive organisms will be introduced and establish
has been demonstrated at a global scale (Tatem, 2009; Tatem and
Hay, 2007; Tatem et al., 2006a). However, unlike the research
presented here, these studies have tended to focus on specific
transport vectors (e.g. the Worldwide Airline Network, see Tatem,
2009; Tatem and Hay, 2007) or species (e.g. Aedes albopictus, see
Tatem et al., 2006a). The results presented here are comparable to
the findings of a study by Tatem and Hay (2007) on the risk of in-
vasion posed by climatically sensitive organisms transported by the
Worldwide Airline Network. Although the period of the year in
which South Africa has the greatest establishment debt (southernhemisphere spring and autumn) is not in line with Tatem and Hay’s
(2007) global results (globally the risk of invasion is highest in
southern hemisphere winter), the results presented here were
supported by their findings for South African airports. Similar to
our results, the risk of invasion posed to South African airports is
greater in July (winter in this study) than in January (summer in
this study), when there is an increase in airline traffic from airports
which are, for that month, climatically similar to South African
airports. Additionally, South African and northern hemisphere
Fig. 4. The total number of detections and total number of detected establishers for
border control following four different inspection strategies. The total number of de-
tections Ds is the number of species detected Dv by border control across all routes.
Similarly, the total number of detected establishers bDs is the number of establishers
that are detected by border control bDv across all routes.
Fig. 5. The efficacy and effort of four inspection strategies for border control. Strategy
efficacy Es is the percentage of establishers Ev detected by border control bDv across all
routes. Effort bIs is the average amount of inspection effort allocated by border control
across all routes to detect each establisher.
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sphere autumn and northern hemisphere spring) than in January
(southern hemisphere summer and northern hemisphere winter)
when climates in both hemispheres are more extreme.
These geographical and seasonal variations can have conse-
quences for national management strategies that aim to prevent
invasions. For example, resources spent on targeting vectors from
countries during times of the year when the introduced organisms
are unlikely to establish, due to an unsuitable climate, could be
reallocated to target vectors from countries at times of the year
when establishment debt is high. Although targeted inspections
based on perceived risks are employed by existing border agencies
(McCullough et al., 2006; Saccaggi et al., 2016) and the type of
strategy discussed above would not unfairly discriminate against
countries, it is important to note that in practice such decisions
would need to consider political sensitivities and international
treaties. The similarities between the results presented here and
those of Tatem and Hay (2007) highlight that studies at global
scales can be used to inform national level management strategies.
However, the large scale of global studies might mean that the risks
posed to developing countries are underestimated (for example,
what might be a relatively high risk route for a developing country
might be low risk globally) and consequently studies at national
scales are also required.4.2. Incorporating establishment debt into prioritised inspection
strategies
Efforts that link underlying risks to prevention strategies (e.g.
Drake and Lodge, 2004; Seebens et al., 2013) have demonstratedthat strategic management can reduce invasions. Our simple
theoretical model demonstrated that prioritising inspection stra-
tegies, particularly based on establishment debt (i.e. the number of
species that will establish), further diminishes the risk of invasion.
For example, when prioritising inspection strategies based on the
number of species that will be introduced to the recipient region
(i.e. colonisation pressure), resources will be allocated towards
vectors that transport species with little chance of establishing. In
contrast, prioritisation based on the number of species that will
establish (i.e. establishment debt) better allocates the available
resources towards vectors that are likely to transport many species
that have the potential to establish and become invasive. However
as discussed above, establishment debt varies geographically and
seasonally (Seebens et al., 2013; Tatem and Hay, 2007), and thus
prioritised inspection strategies based on this factor cannot be
static and will have to be revised regularly (e.g. seasonally). These
strategies need to be informed by detailed national or regional level
studies that consider both the number of organisms likely to be
introduced from the donor region (see Bacon et al., 2012; Work
et al., 2005) and the climatic similarity of the donor and recipient
regions. However, the results of such studies must be carefully
interpreted. For example, as the results of this work demonstrated
that South Africa’s establishment debt is greatest in southern
hemisphere spring and autumn, one might conclude that resources
for border control should be increased during these seasons
(theoretically possible but in a real world situation such action
would be expensive and impractical). However, as the number of
countries that contribute a high number of species to South Africa’s
establishment debt is relatively constant across the seasons, it
would be best if total inspection effort remains constant and that
the targeted countries are revised seasonally.
4.3. Long-term changes in establishment debt
The work presented here only considers seasonal changes to
colonisation pressure and the likelihood of establishment, however,
longer-term changes in these factors will influence establishment
debt (Floerl et al., 2013; Ware et al., 2014). For example, changes to
trade will expose the recipient country to new pools of exotic
species and will cause long-term increases in the number of
introduced species (Bradley et al., 2012; McCullough et al., 2006).
For all seasons, the contribution of many climatically similar
countries to South Africa’s establishment debt is limited due to
weak transport links (e.g. Peru), and consequently changes to trade
or transportation networks may have a particularly large impact on
establishment debt in the future. Climate change will drive long-
term changes in the likelihood of establishment (Hellmann et al.,
2008), and countries that are currently climatically similar to
South Africamay be less so in the future (e.g. New Zealand; Kriticos,
2012). If inspection strategies are updated periodically they should,
however, keep up with these changes, and if the availability of in-
spection data improves, real-time predictions may be possible in
the future.
4.4. Limitations of the assessment of establishment debt
This assessment was not species-specific and focused on stow-
away introductions that pose a risk to natural or semi-natural en-
vironments. The vectors of stowaway organisms are often difficult
to identify and although this work would have benefitted from
more detailed vector data (e.g. data on container offloads and
tourism data that included both foreign visitors and South African
residents) these data could not be obtained. As a consequence,
coarse vector data (tourism and trade data) that were not species-
specific were used (for species-specific assessments see Benedict
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mary or sole vector for many stowaway organisms (e.g. marine
organisms that stowaway on ships), there are organisms for which
tourists, or their means of transportation, act as vectors (e.g.
mosquitos are often transported on aeroplanes, see Gratz et al.,
2000). As such we included both tourism and trade data in our
analysis, and as we have no evidence that either contributes more
to stowaway introductions in South Africa (due to a lack of in-
spection data, see below) these factors were weighted equally.
Although the use of coarse vector data and climate matching
techniques might have resulted in an overestimation of colonisa-
tion pressure and the likelihood of establishment, coarse vector
data have been used to successfully predict introductions (Tatem
and Hay, 2007; Thuiller et al., 2005), and similar climate match-
ing techniques have successfully identified regions where invasive
species occur (Richardson and Thuiller, 2007). Additionally,
throughout the methodology a precautionary approach was fol-
lowed, which would favour over-estimates rather than under-
estimates of establishment debt. Although the methodology could
be implemented using finer scale vector data (e.g. shipping data)
and climate matching techniques (e.g. the climatic distance be-
tween ports), it is likely that the variations demonstrated here
would still be evident. Finally, although it would have been bene-
ficial to validate the results using inspection data, detailed in-
spection records are not currently available from inspectors at
South Africa’s ports of entry.
Establishment debt is influenced by various factors that were
not included in the estimates presented here, for example, the
likelihood that an organism would survive transportation (Areal
et al., 2008; Seebens et al., 2013). Additionally, various species-
specific factors will influence establishment debt and how this
debt varies over time (e.g. phenology, see Godoy et al., 2009;
Liebhold et al., 2006). Extending this work in the future and
including these elements would be beneficial. Finally, this work
focused on stowaway organisms that are sensitive to small changes
in climate. There are many real-world cases that demonstrate the
importance of seasonality to organism introduction and estab-
lishment (e.g. the phenomenon of airport malaria, see Gratz et al.,
2000; Tatem et al., 2006b), but there are notable exceptions. For
example, some organisms introduced in a dormant state might be
able survive in that state until the environment changes and be-
comes suitable.
Finally, subjective (and relative) thresholds were used to
determine whether colonisation pressure and the likelihood of
establishment are low, medium or high. These thresholds served
their purpose in this analysis, however, due to disparities in avail-
able resources, these thresholds should vary regionally, and ought
to be determined based on the trade-off between intensively
surveying imports from a few high risk countries, or rapidly
surveying imports from a higher number of countries (e.g. high and
medium risk countries). Additionally, to better inform the selection
of these thresholds, further research on what constitutes a low or
high level of, for example, climatic similarity with regards to the
likelihood of invasion is required.
4.5. Opportunities for future work
Although this work focused on stowaway introductions, the
methodology presented here could easily be adapted to make use
of commodity-specific data, and thus could be used to evaluate the
number of contaminant introductions that might establish.
Although such work has the potential to be extremely useful, there
are a few factors that would have to be considered in such an
analysis, for example, the availability of hosts in the recipient region
(see Bacon et al., 2014) and the artificial environments created byhumans for agriculture. It is, however, likely that the geographical
and seasonal variations demonstrated here would also be evident
in such an analysis.
5. Conclusions
This analysis demonstrated that the number of climatically
sensitive stowaway species that may be introduced and establish in
natural or semi-natural environments varies across donor regions
and seasons. As a consequence resource allocation and border
control inspections could be improved if vectors from countries are
targeted during periods of the year when a high number of species
with the potential to establish are introduced. This implies that
inspection prioritisation for border control should be done at a
country or local level and thus that national studies of establish-
ment debt are required.
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1. Materials and methods 
The number of species that are likely to establish in South Africa (referred to as 
‘establishment debt’ (Rouget et al., 2016)) was assessed by taking into account two key 
stages of the invasion continuum (i.e. introduction and establishment (Blackburn et al., 
2011)). For each season the number of stowaway species that would be introduced from a 
foreign country to South Africa was assessed, and the likelihood that these species would 
establish was evaluated. These results were combined to determine how establishment debt 
varies seasonally and how donor regions vary in their contribution to this debt. In this paper, 
colonisation pressure refers to the number of species introduced (Lockwood et al., 2009), 
and the likelihood of establishment is the likelihood that a species will be introduced to an 
area with a suitable climate and establish. Note, the eventual impact of the species is not 
considered here. 
 
1.1. Colonisation pressure 
Trade and tourism data were used as a proxy for colonisation pressure. Monthly country-
level data on the number of foreign tourists and the value of commodity imports (in South 
African Rand) were obtained from Statistics South Africa and the South African Department 
of Trade and Industry for 2007 to 2011. These data were used to determine the monthly 
colonisation pressure posed by each foreign country to South Africa. Let 𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑀𝑀, where 𝑀𝑀 is 
the months of the year, and let 𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗 be average tourism and 𝑊𝑊𝑗𝑗 be average imports for month 
𝑗𝑗. For each month, rescaled tourism and import values were the average tourism 𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗 or 
import 𝑊𝑊𝑗𝑗 value divided by total tourism ∑ 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖∈𝑀𝑀  or imports ∑ 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖∈𝑀𝑀 . For each month the 
colonisation pressure posed by each foreign country was estimated as the sum of the 














Seasonal results were obtained by averaging across months that fall into southern 
hemisphere seasons (i.e. winter is June–August; spring is September–November etc.). The 
relative seasonal colonisation pressure posed by each country was designated as low, 
medium or high (colonisation pressures greater than or equal to the 75th percentile were 
high; greater than or equal to the 50th percentile were medium; and the remainder were low). 
 
1.2. Likelihood of establishment 
The likelihood that organisms introduced from foreign countries could establish in South 
Africa (given that they had survived transportation and were introduced) was assessed using 
two climate matching techniques. The climatic similarity between South Africa and foreign 
countries was firstly evaluated at a city level using a point-based climate matching 
technique, and secondly at a country level using a grid-based method. The two climate 
matching techniques measured the likelihood of different extents of establishment. The 
point-based technique measured the likelihood that an introduced organism will survive and 
reproduce at the point of introduction, while the grid-based method measured the likelihood 
that an introduced organism will survive and reproduce a significant distance from the point 
of introduction. The results of the two methods were then combined to obtain a measure of 
the likelihood of establishment. 
 
1.2.1. Point-based climate matching technique 
Gridded monthly mean temperature and precipitation data from the CRU CL 2.0 dataset at a 
spatial resolution of 10 minutes (New et al., 2002) were used. For each city, climate data 
from the relevant cell, as well as from all eight adjacent cells were extracted in ArcMap 10 
(ESRI, Red-lands California) (for a similar method see Tatem et al., 2006a). Thus, a 
maximum of nine climate values were utilised for each city (i.e. nine values for landlocked 
cities and fewer than nine values for coastal cities). In their evaluation of environmental 
distance metrics for alien species risk assessments, Bradie et al. (2015) recommended the 
use of unweighted Euclidean distance, thus this metric was used to determine the climatic 
distance between cities. To ensure that the temperature and precipitation data lie within the 
same range and that these parameters are equally weighted when calculating Euclidean 
distance, standard methods were followed (Barry et al., 2008) and the extracted, monthly 
temperature and precipitation data were transformed in R version 3.0.1 (R Core Team, 
2013) such that the data had a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one (e.g. Keller et 
al., 2011). For each month, the Euclidean distance in a two dimensional climate space 
(mean temperature and precipitation) between large South African cities and large foreign 
cities was determined. Large cities were those that had populations of ≥ 100 000, this cut off 
was based on the populations of large South African cities (i.e. major hubs that are likely to 
receive goods and/or to be visited by tourists). It was assumed that trade and tourism was 
most likely to occur between large cities and consequently that organisms would be 
introduced from large cities to large cities (e.g. the largest city in New Zealand, Auckland, is 
the main port of entry for mosquitos; Derraik, 2004). For countries which only have small city 
populations (< 100 000), the city with the largest population was included in the analysis. For 
each pairwise comparison the Euclidean distance between all relevant values (≤ nine values 
per city, resulting in ≤ 81 Euclidean distance values per pairwise comparison) was calculated 
using the ‘stats’ package in R (R Core Team, 2013). As each pairwise comparison had more 
than one Euclidean distance value, mean Euclidean distance for each pairwise comparison 
was calculated (see Figs S1-S4 in supplementary materials for examples of pairwise-
comparison results). 
 
Seasonal results for each pairwise comparison were obtained by averaging the Euclidean 
distance values for months that fall into southern hemisphere seasons (see section 1.1 for 
information on the classification of the seasons). For each season, the Euclidean distance 
value from the city in each country that is the most climatically similar to a South African city 
(i.e. that with the lowest Euclidean distance) was utilised as a measure of climatic similarity 
between the two countries. This value represents the maximum likelihood that an organism 
transported from a foreign country to South Africa will find a suitable climate at the point of 
introduction. Finally, for each season the countries that have a low, medium or high climatic 
similarity to South Africa were identified. As low Euclidean distance values indicate a high 
climatic similarity, countries with values less than or equal to the 25th percentile were 
deemed to have a high climatic similarity to South Africa, those with values less than or 
equal to the 50th percentile had a medium climatic similarity, and the remainder had a low 
climatic similarity (see Fig. S5 for a schematic diagram demonstrating the steps followed 
during point-based climate matching). 
 
1.2.2. Grid-based climate matching technique 
We used the biome climate matching method presented in Faulkner et al. (2014) and 
gridded monthly mean precipitation and temperature data (New et al., 2002). Briefly, monthly 
climate envelopes for each of the biomes present in South Africa (based on the classification 
of Olson et al., 2001) were modelled and regions of the world with similar climates were 
identified using the BIOCLIM method (Busby, 1991) in DIVA-GIS (version 7.5.0, 
http://www.diva-gis.org). For each month the predictions for all biomes were combined in 
ArcMap by taking the maximum predicted value for each cell. Each cell was assigned a 
value of 1 if climatically similar to South Africa (all predicted cells: percentiles 0 to 100) or 0 if 
not climatically similar to South Africa. The monthly climatic similarity of each country to 
South Africa was determined by calculating the number of grid cells that are climatically 
similar. Seasonal results were obtained by determining the average number of grid cells that 
are climatically similar to South Africa (see section 1.1 for information on the classification of 
the seasons). For each season the countries that have a low, medium or high climatic 
similarity to South Africa were identified using the same thresholds as those used to 
designate levels of colonisation pressure (see section 1.1). 
 
1.2.3. Combining point- and grid-based measures of climatic similarity 
For each country the results from the point- and grid-based climate matching methods were 
combined to obtain a seasonal measure of the likelihood of establishment. Following a 
precautionary approach, the highest level of climatic similarity was assigned for each season 
to determine the likelihood that introduced organisms would establish (for example, if a 
country’s climatic similarity was medium for the point-based method and high for the grid-
based method then the likelihood of establishment was high). This rule was applied in all 
instances except when a country had a high climatic similarity for the point-based method 
and a low climatic similarity for the grid-based method. In such instances, an organism has a 
high likelihood of becoming established at the point of introduction but will not establish 
widely (unless environmental conditions change) and thus a medium likelihood of 
establishment was assigned.  
 
1.3. Establishment debt 
Establishment debt (i.e. the number of introduced species that will establish over a given 
time horizon (Rouget et al., 2016)), is calculated as the product of colonisation pressure (i.e. 
the number of species introduced (Lockwood et al., 2009)), and the likelihood of 
establishment. Accordingly, for each season, if both colonisation pressure and the likelihood 
of establishment are high then a given country will contribute a high number of species to 
South Africa’s establishment debt; if either colonisation pressure or the likelihood of 
establishment are low then the country contributes a low number of species to the 
establishment debt; and if either component is medium and neither low, then the country will 
contribute a medium number of species to the debt. The thresholds used to assign levels of 
establishment debt contribution were standardised by identifying the season (in this case 
winter) with the greatest number of countries that contribute a high number of species to 
establishment debt and then using the percentiles for this season to determine 
establishment debt contribution for all seasons. 
 
Results were mapped using the R package ‘maptools’ (Bivand and Lewin-Koh, 2013), and 
the number of countries that contribute a low, medium or high number of species to 
establishment debt was determined. The percentage of countries for which there was a 
mismatch between colonisation pressure and likelihood of establishment (i.e. high 
colonisation pressure but low likelihood of establishment or vice versa) was also calculated. 
Plotting and analyses were performed in R (R Core Team, 2013).  
 
1.4. Theoretical model 
1.4.1. Model concept 
A simple theoretical model was developed to evaluate four inspection strategies: (1) 
inspections with no prioritisation, (2) inspections prioritised based on colonisation pressure, 
(3) inspections prioritised based on the likelihood of establishment, (4) inspections prioritised 
based on establishment debt (for details see section 1.4.3). The stages of the invasion 
process were taken into account in the model, and each inspection strategy was evaluated 
based on four criteria: (1) the total number of species detected (referred to here as ‘total 
number of detections’), (2) the number of species detected that will establish (‘total number 
of detected establishers’), (3) efficacy (‘strategy efficacy’) and (4) effort (see sections 1.4.2 
and 1.4.3). The model is based on the premise (shown in Fig. 1) that of the species that are 
transported to a region, a proportion of these species will not survive transportation 
(‘transport casualties’). Of those that do survive transportation (‘transport survivors’), a 
proportion will fail to establish (‘establishment failures’) due to an unsuitable climate and a 
proportion, for which the climate is suitable, will establish (‘establishers’). Additionally, if 
border control is implemented a proportion of the transported species will be detected by 
inspection services (hatched sections of Fig. 1). Of the total number of species detected, 
some will be transport casualties (‘detected casualties’), some will be establishment failures 




Figure 1. The premise behind the theoretical model used to evaluate four inspection 
strategies for border control. Of the number of species transported 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 along a route 𝑣𝑣 from a 
donor country to a recipient country, some species will not survive transportation 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣. Of 
those species that will survive transportation 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣, some will fail to establish 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 and some will 




The model components and notation are detailed in Table 1. It was assumed for simplicity 
that each recipient-donor country combination refers to a route 𝑣𝑣. Let 𝑣𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑉, where 𝑉𝑉 is a set 
of routes. A number of species 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 are transported along each route 𝑣𝑣 (Fig. 1). For each route 
the number of detections 𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣 is the sum of the number of detected casualties 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣, detected 
failures 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 and detected establishers 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣, therefore 𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣 = 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 + 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 + 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣. The number of 
detected casualties 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 is determined by the number of transport casualties 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 and the 
probability of detection 𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣, thus 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 = 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 × 𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣. The number of transport casualties 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 is the 
difference between the number of transported species 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 and the number of transport 
survivors 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣, therefore we have 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 = 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 − 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣. Where the number of transport survivors 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 is 
determined by the number of transported species 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 and the probability of surviving transport 
𝑃𝑃�𝑣𝑣, thus 𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉 = 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 × 𝑃𝑃�𝑣𝑣. The number of detected failures 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 is determined by the number of 
establishment failures 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 and the probability of detection 𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣, therefore 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 = 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 × 𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣. The 
number of establishment failures 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 is determined by the number of transport survivors 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 
and the probability of establishment failure 𝑃𝑃�𝑣𝑣, therefore 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 = 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 × 𝑃𝑃�𝑣𝑣. The number of 
detected establishers 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 is determined by the number of establishers 𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣 and the probability 
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of detection 𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣, therefore we have 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 = 𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣 × 𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣. The number of establishers 𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣 is the 
difference between the number of transported species 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣, the number of transport casualties 
𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 and the number of establishment failures 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣, thus 𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣 = 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 − (𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 + 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣). Let 𝑠𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑆, where 𝑆𝑆 
is a set of inspection strategies. The total number of detections for each inspection strategy 
𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 is the number of detections across all routes, therefore 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 = ∑ 𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘∈𝑉𝑉 . The total number of 
detected establishers for each inspection strategy 𝐷𝐷�𝑠𝑠 is the number of detected establishers 
𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 across all routes, therefore we have 𝐷𝐷�𝑠𝑠 = ∑ 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘∈𝑉𝑉 . Inspection strategy efficacy 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 is the 
percentage of establishers detected across all routes, thus 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠  = 100 (
∑ 𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘∈𝑉𝑉
∑ 𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘∈𝑉𝑉
). For each 
route, effort per establisher  𝐼𝐼𝑣𝑣 is the proportion of inspection effort 𝐼𝐼𝑣𝑣 allocated to detect 
each establisher 𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣, therefore 𝐼𝐼𝑣𝑣 =
𝐼𝐼𝑣𝑣
𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣
. For each inspection strategy, effort 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 is the average 
effort per establisher across routes, thus 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠  =
∑ 𝐼𝐼𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘∈𝑉𝑉
𝑛𝑛
 where 𝑛𝑛 is the total number of routes in 
set 𝑉𝑉. 
  
Table 1: The components of the theoretical model, the terms used to refer to the components and the notation that represents each 
component. Notation indexed with 𝑣𝑣 represents per route quantities and that indexed with 𝑠𝑠 represents per inspection strategy quantities. 
Probabilities are denoted by 𝑃𝑃. 
Notation Term Model component 
𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 Number of species transported Number of species transported along each route 
𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣 Transport casualties Number of species that do not survive transport along each route  
𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 Transport survivors Number of species that survive transport along each route  
𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣 Establishment failures Number of species transported along each route that survive transport but fail to establish  
𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣 Establishers Number of species transported along each route that survive transport and that will establish  
𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣 Number of detections Number of species transported along each route that are detected by inspection services  
𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 Detected casualties Number of detected species transported along each route that do not survive transport  
𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 Detected failures Number of detected species transported along each route that survive transport but fail to 
establish 
𝐷𝐷�𝑣𝑣 Detected establishers Number of detected species transported along each route that survive transport and establish  
𝐼𝐼𝑣𝑣 Inspection effort Inspection effort allocated to each route 
𝐼𝐼𝑣𝑣 Effort per establisher Inspection effort allocated to each route to detect each establisher 
𝑃𝑃�𝑣𝑣 Probability of surviving transport Probability that a species transported along a route survives transport 
𝑃𝑃�𝑣𝑣 Probability of establishment failure Probability that a species transported along a route fails to establish 
𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣 Probability of detection Probability that a species transported along a route is detected 
𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 Total number of detections Number of species detected for each strategy 
𝐷𝐷�𝑠𝑠 Total number of detected establishers Number of species detected for each strategy that will survive transport and establish 
𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 Strategy efficacy The efficacy of each strategy 
𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 Effort Average inspection effort allocated in each strategy to detect each establisher 
1.4.3. Model implementation and parameterisation 
Consider that recipient country 𝑅𝑅 imports commodities from a set of donor countries 𝐺𝐺 and 
let 𝑔𝑔 ∈ 𝐺𝐺. The theoretical model can be used to evaluate the four inspection strategies for 
countries 𝐺𝐺 which differ with regards to their climatic similarity to country 𝑅𝑅 and in the 
number of species transported to country 𝑅𝑅. Therefore each route has different combinations 
of climatic similarity and number of species transported. In the model, species are 
transported to country 𝑅𝑅 through four routes, each representing an extreme combination of 
climatic similarity and number of transported species. We define the set of routes 𝑉𝑉 to be the 
following:  
 
𝑣𝑣1: High number of transported species and 𝑔𝑔1 is climatically similar to 𝑅𝑅. 
𝑣𝑣2: Low number of transported species and 𝑔𝑔2  is climatically similar to 𝑅𝑅. 
𝑣𝑣3: High number of transported species and 𝑔𝑔3  is not climatically similar to 𝑅𝑅. 
𝑣𝑣4: Low number of transported species and 𝑔𝑔4  is not climatically similar to 𝑅𝑅. 
 
It must be noted that this scenario represents a snapshot in time, and that the number of 
species transported along each route and the climatic similarity of the recipient and donor 
countries will vary temporally. However if updated regularly, inspection strategies should 
keep up with these variations. 
 
We define the set of inspection strategies 𝑆𝑆 to be the following:  
 
𝑠𝑠1: Border control with no prioritisation. Routes are inspected equally. 
𝑠𝑠2: Border control with prioritisation based on colonisation pressure, measured as the 
number of species transported along a route 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣. Routes with a high 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣 will be an 
inspection priority.  
𝑠𝑠3: Border control with prioritisation based on the likelihood of establishment, measured 
as the climatic similarity between 𝑅𝑅 and 𝑔𝑔. Routes from countries 𝐺𝐺 that are climatically 
similar to 𝑅𝑅 will be an inspection priority. 
𝑠𝑠4: Border control with prioritisation based on establishment debt, measured as the 
number of species transported along a route that will establish (i.e. 𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣). Routes from 
countries 𝐺𝐺 that are climatically similar to 𝑅𝑅 and that have a high 𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣  will be an inspection 
priority.  
 
The model was parameterised using a combination of estimates from published works and 
assumptions (see Tables 2, 3 and 4 for parameters). As data to parameterise the model 
were available at a species level, species was used as the unit of measurement. In a real 
world situation individuals of species would be transported, introduced and detected in 
inspections. However, species or individuals could be used as this model’s unit of 
measurement as it is unlikely that the unit utilised would influence the overall results. The 
likelihood that an organism survives transportation is highly variable and is influenced by 
numerous interacting factors (e.g. the type of organism and vector, see Briski et al., 2014). 
As this work was not vector- or species-specific, for simplicity it was assumed that the 
probability of surviving transport 𝑃𝑃�𝑣𝑣 is constant for all routes (Table 2) and estimates for this 
parameter were taken from Stanaway et al. (2001). Estimates of the probability of 
establishment failure 𝑃𝑃�𝑣𝑣 were based on the assumption that of the total number of species 
introduced to the recipient country the proportion that are establishment failures will be 
constant (0.98 based on estimates from di Castri, 1989). However, the contribution that 
species transported along the different routes make to this proportion will vary based on the 
climatic similarity between the recipient and donor countries (Table 2). In other words, the 
proportion of species that are establishment failures will be higher for routes that connect 
climatically dissimilar countries, than for routes that connect climatically similar countries 
(Table 2). Similarly estimates of the probability of detection 𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣 were based on the 
assumption that total inspection effort is limited and constant, and thus of the total number of 
species introduced to the recipient country the proportion that are detected casualties, 
failures or establishers is constant (0.24 based on estimates from Work et al., 2005 on non-
refrigerated maritime cargo). However based on the inspection strategy, the proportion of 
inspection effort allocated to each route will vary and as a consequence the contribution 
species transported along different routes make to this proportion will also vary (Tables 3 
and 4). In other words, the probability of detection will be higher for routes that are an 
inspection priority (i.e. higher proportion of inspection effort) than for routes that have not 
been prioritised (Table 4). The assumptions made in this model may not hold in all instances 
and a variety of potentially important factors were not considered. For example, although it 
has been shown that observed alien species richness increases linearly with an increase in 
inspection effort (Work et al., 2005), various factors (e.g. packaging type) may affect the 
ease of inspections and consequently the likelihood of detecting an organism (Bacon et al., 
2012). Despite this, this simple model served the purpose of the work. 
 
  
Table 2: Parameter values for the theoretical model used to evaluate four inspection 
strategies that aim to prevent the introduction of species that are transported along four 
routes to recipient country 𝑅𝑅. For all inspection strategies the probability that introduced 
species will fail to establish is constant at 0.98, and is based on an estimate from di Castri 
(1989). 
Parameter Route 
 𝑣𝑣1 𝑣𝑣2 𝑣𝑣3 𝑣𝑣4 
Number of species transported (𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣) 100
a 20a 100a 20a 
Probability of surviving transport (𝑃𝑃�𝑣𝑣) 0.19
b 0.19b 0.19b 0.19b 
Probability of establishment failure (𝑃𝑃�𝑣𝑣) 0.97
c 0.97c 0.99c 0.99c 
aOwn assumption 
bBased on Stanaway et al. (2001) 
cBased on di Castri (1989) 
 
 
Table 3: Parameter values for the proportion of inspection effort 𝐼𝐼𝑣𝑣 allocated under four 
inspection strategies that aim to prevent the introduction of species transported along four 
routes to recipient country 𝑅𝑅. Total inspection effort for all inspection strategies is constant. 
Inspection strategy Route 
 𝑣𝑣1 𝑣𝑣2 𝑣𝑣3 𝑣𝑣4 
No priorities (𝑠𝑠1) 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Colonisation pressure (𝑠𝑠2) 0.42 0.08 0.42 0.08 
Likelihood of establishment (𝑠𝑠3) 0.42 0.42 0.08 0.08 
Establishment debt (𝑠𝑠4) 0.55 0.22 0.22 0.01 
 
Table 4: Parameter values for the probability that species transported along four routes to 
recipient country 𝑅𝑅 will be detected 𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣 under four inspection strategies. The probability of 
detection for all inspection strategies is constant at 0.24, and is based on an estimate from 
Work et al. (2005) for non-refrigerated maritime cargo. 
Inspection strategy Route 
 𝑣𝑣1 𝑣𝑣2 𝑣𝑣3 𝑣𝑣4 
No priorities (𝑠𝑠1) 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 
Colonisation pressure (𝑠𝑠2) 0.40 0.08 0.40 0.08 
Likelihood of establishment (𝑠𝑠3) 0.40 0.40 0.08 0.08 
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Figure S1. Monthly precipitation and temperature data for Mangalore (India) and Durban 
(South Africa), and the monthly climatic distance (measured using Euclidean distance) 





Figure S2. Monthly precipitation and temperature data for Natal (Brazil) and Durban (South 


























































































































Figure S3. Monthly precipitation and temperature data for Singapore and Durban (South 






Figure S4. Monthly precipitation and temperature data for Parana (Argentina) and Durban 
(South Africa), and the monthly climatic distance (measured using Euclidean distance) 


























































































































Figure S5. Schematic diagram demonstrating the steps followed in the point-based climate matching technique: (1) obtain gridded monthly mean temperature and 
precipitation data; (2) from the monthly climate data, extract and transform the data from the cell associated with each city, as well as from all adjacent cells; (3) for 
each month, calculate the climatic distance (using Euclidean distance) between the cells associated with large South African cities and large foreign cities 
(populations of ≥ 100 000); (4) for each month, calculate the mean climatic distance for each city comparison; (5) obtain seasonal results for each city comparison by 
taking the mean of the climatic distance results for months that fall into southern hemisphere seasons; (6) for each season, identify the large city in each foreign 
country that has the lowest climatic distance to a large South African city; (7) using the climatic distance results of cities identified in step 6, for each season classify 
each country as having a low (values ≥ 50th percentile), medium (values ≤ 50th percentile) or high (values ≤ 25th percentile) climatic similarity to South Africa. 
Supplementary Materials 
 
Figure S6. Seasonal variation (based on southern hemisphere seasons) in the countries that pose a low, medium or high colonisation 






Figure S7. Seasonal variation (based on southern hemisphere seasons) in the countries from which introduced organisms have a low, 
medium or high likelihood of establishing in South Africa (hatched). 
 
  
Figure S8. Seasonal variation (based on southern hemisphere seasons) in the countries that have a low, medium or high climatic 
similarity to South Africa  (hatched). Climatic similarity was determined using a point-based method. 
 
 
Figure S9. Seasonal variation (based on southern hemisphere seasons) in the countries that have a low, medium or high climatic 
similarity to South Africa (hatched). Climatic similarity was determined using a grid-based method. 
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Table S1. Results of the theoretical model testing the four inspection strategies for border control. The total number of detections for each 
strategy is the number of species detected 𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣 by border control across all routes. The number of detected establishers for each strategy is the 
number of establishers that are detected by border control across all routes. Strategy efficacy (𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠) is the percentage of establishers (𝐸𝐸𝑣𝑣) 






















No priorities (𝑠𝑠1) 𝑣𝑣1 High High 24.00 0.57 0.14 0.44 
 𝑣𝑣2 Low High 4.80 0.11 0.03 2.19 
 𝑣𝑣3 High Low 24.00 0.19 0.05 1.32 
 𝑣𝑣4 Low Low 4.80 0.04 0.01 6.58 
Colonisation pressure (𝑠𝑠2) 𝑣𝑣1 High High 40.00 0.57 0.23 0.73 
 𝑣𝑣2 Low High 1.60 0.11 0.01 0.73 
 𝑣𝑣3 High Low 40.00 0.19 0.08 2.19 
 𝑣𝑣4 Low Low 1.60 0.04 0.00 2.19 
Likelihood of establishment (𝑠𝑠3) 𝑣𝑣1 High High 40.00 0.57 0.23 0.73 
 𝑣𝑣2 Low High 8.00 0.11 0.05 3.65 
 𝑣𝑣3 High Low 8.00 0.19 0.02 0.44 
 𝑣𝑣4 Low Low 1.60 0.04 0.00 2.19 
Establishment debt (𝑠𝑠4) 𝑣𝑣1 High High 53.00 0.57 0.30 0.97 
 𝑣𝑣2 Low High 4.20 0.11 0.02 1.92 
 𝑣𝑣3 High Low 21.00 0.19 0.04 1.15 
 𝑣𝑣4 Low Low 0.20 0.04 0.00 0.27 
 
